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We aim to become
the world’ s number one
comprehensive entertainment company
by providing entertainment
to people of all ages everywhere

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT WITH RESPECT TO FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Statements in this annual report regarding the plans, estimates, beliefs, management strategies, perceptions, and other aspects of SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS
INC. (“the Company”) and its SEGA SAMMY Group Companies (“Group”), including SEGA CORPORATION and Sammy Corporation, are forward-looking statements based on the information currently available to the Company. Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, those statements using words
such as “believe,” “expect,” “plans,” “strategy,” “prospects,” “forecast,” “estimate,” “project,” “anticipate,” “aim,” “may,” “might,” and words of similar meaning in
connection with a discussion of future operations, financial performance, events or conditions. From time to time, oral or written forward-looking statements
may also be included in other materials released to the public. These statements are based on management’s assumptions and beliefs in light of the information currently available to management. The Company cautions you that a number of important risks and uncertainties could cause actual results to differ
materially from those discussed in the forward-looking statements, and therefore you should not place undue reliance on them. You also should not assume
that the Company has any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
The Company disclaims any such obligation.
Actual results may vary significantly from the Company’s forecasts due to various factors. Factors that could influence actual results include, but are not
limited to, economic conditions, especially trends in consumer spending, as well as currency exchange rate fluctuations, changes in laws and government
systems, pressure from competitors’ pricing, and product strategies, declines in the marketability of the Group’s existing and new products, disruptions to
production, violations of the Group’s intellectual property rights, rapid advances in technology, and unfavorable verdicts in major litigation.
[This annual report includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.]
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Financial Highlights
SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS INC. AND CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES
Years ended March 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (note 1)

Millions of yen

2005/3

2004/3

2003/3

¥251,227

¥165,774

2005/3

For the year
Net sales

SEGA SAMMY
HOLDINGS

Operating income

¥515,668

Sammy

191,258

197,224

105,090

SEGA

71,677

51,710

14,480

9,297

50,574

32,196

23,066

8,761

3,054

299,273

112,873

189,056

222,067

112,987

65,429

97,963

86,886

¥424.68

¥436.79

56.00

19.70

90.00

70.00

—

—

37.8

58.0

51.8

39.1

36.1

37.6

9.5

3.6

Net income

$4,801,825
978,583
470,938

At year-end
Total assets

438,991

Total shareholders’ equity

258,954

4,087,820
2,411,342

Per share data (yen, U.S. dollars)
Net income (note 2)

¥410.53

Cash dividends (note 3)

60.00

$3.82
0.56

Key ratios (%)
Shareholders’ equity ratio

59.0

ROE

19.5

Notes: 1. U.S. dollar amounts have been translated at the rate of ¥107.39=US$1, the approximate current exchange rate at March 31, 2005.
2. Net income per share is calculated based on the average number of common stock outstanding during the respective fiscal year under review.
3. Cash dividends for 2005 is the amount of the year-end dividend paid by SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS INC. and does not include the interim dividend
of ¥40.00 per share paid by Sammy Corporation.
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Ignite

Hajime Satomi, Chairman and CEO

LAUNCHING SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS –
A Global Comprehensive Entertainment Company
With their sights set on staking out an unshakable position as a global comprehensive entertainment
company and maximizing corporate value, SEGA CORPORATION and Sammy Corporation have united
their management resources. As the SEGA SAMMY Group, we are embarking upon a new journey
with the overriding goal of becoming the world’s number one comprehensive entertainment company.
To realize that vision, we will make a concerted effort to build a formidable presence in all of our
business domains by providing entertainment to people of all ages the world over.
Management Merger
In amusement-related businesses and home videogame software, SEGA boasts outstanding development capabilities and a
world-famous brand name. Meanwhile, out-of-the-box ideas and R&D muscle are earning Sammy a commanding position
in Japan’s markets for pachislot and pachinko machines. Those two giants joined forces to establish the holding company
SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS INC. through a share-for-share exchange on October 1, 2004. SEGA and Sammy have become
wholly owned subsidiaries of the Company and now pursue operations as members of the SEGA SAMMY Group.
Although SEGA and Sammy had built up powerful positions in their respective fields of operation, both companies faced
issues they had to tackle to make their next major strides forward. For SEGA, the main issues were establishing a clear strategy
and a financial base that would enable optimal exploitation of outstanding development capabilities and content, a worldrenowned brand name, highly talented personnel, and other management resources. On the other hand, Sammy’s most pressing problem was how to step up the pace of business development in new markets to correct an over reliance on the Pachislot
and Pachinko Businesses and balance the company’s profit structure. However, resolving those issues was not the only motivation for the merger. As a team, SEGA and Sammy will be able to roll out operations in Japan and overseas far more forcefully
by leveraging the synergies stemming from the efficient use of intellectual property, technology, personnel, capital, information, and other management resources.
Since the merger, the SEGA SAMMY Group’s directors have managed operations guided by a common vision of becoming the world’s number one comprehensive entertainment company by developing unignorable presences in all business
fields. And, we have already made strides toward the realization of that vision by establishing and implementing specific
business development policies. Those policies are to target all age groups in markets worldwide; to draw on a wide range of
ideas and technologies, from hi-tech to low-tech; to realize synergies fully by using and sharing content within the Group
to the utmost; and to expand entertainment-related businesses boldly.

SHARING MANAGEMENT RESOURCES
TO ACHIEVE SYNERGIES

Intellectual Property
Technology
Personnel
Capital
Information
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The SEGA SAMMY Group ’ s Inaugural Fiscal Year
SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS’ first fiscal year was from October 1, 2004, to March 31, 2005. However, fiscal 2005, the year under review,
was from April 1, 2004, to March 31, 2005.

Fiscal 2005 results included net sales of ¥515.7 billion, operating income of ¥105.1 billion, and net income of ¥50.6 billion.
The new SEGA SAMMY Group made a promising start on the back of brisk sales of the Hokuto No Ken pachislot machine,
which has enjoyed unprecedented popularity since its October 2003 launch. Hokuto No Ken has become an epoch-making
product in pachislot history. In fiscal 2005 alone, we shipped 357,000 units of that machine. Moreover, cumulative sales
through March 2005 stood at a staggering 617,000 units.
In fiscal 2005, the Pachislot and Pachinko Businesses segment saw a major change in operating conditions with the
enactment of revised gaming machine regulations. Overall, the pachislot machine industry is struggling to offer machines
that meet those new requirements. However, new machines with heightened entertainment value will likely emerge in the
near term. In that environment, brisk sales of all of our highly entertaining old-format pachislot machines underscored our
ability to consistently develop and market hit pachislot machines other than Hokuto No Ken. Meanwhile, the pachinko
machine market was upbeat as companies aggressively introduced new-format pachinko machines. Against that backdrop,
our pachinko machine sales were stronger than expected. But, pachinko machine shipments were down year on year due to
the postponement of the marketing of two machines, originally slated for launch in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2005, until
the current fiscal year. Because sales of pachislot machines outperformed projections, we decided to carry over those
pachinko machine launches as part of our strategy of focusing on medium-to-long-term growth rather than yearly earnings.
However, many of the pachinko machines that we did bring to market in fiscal 2005, such as our first new-format machine
CR Hakushon Daimao 2, proved very popular. Consequently, the average unit sales for each pachinko machine series were up
sharply from the previous fiscal year. Those strong sales are clear evidence that Sammy’s all-out efforts to buttress pachinko
machine development capabilities are upgrading product quality and advancing the Sammy brand’s market penetration.
In Amusement Center Operations, MUSHIKING: The King of Beetles — a children’s trading card game with a unique profit
model that has spawned a new business area — contributed substantially to the Company’s consolidated performance.
A landmark achievement in fiscal 2005 was the realization of the tangible synergies that will step up the pace of the
Group’s growth. For example, we successfully leveraged superior content from such products as MUSHIKING: The King of
Beetles and the Hokuto No Ken pachislot machine in a broad spectrum of other businesses. Further, using SEGA SAMMY
HOLDINGS’ first fiscal year to ready for full-fledged operational liftoff, the Company took a range of steps, including the
reengineering of the Consumer Business to enhance its earning power and development capabilities.
EXPLOITING POPULAR CONTENT
TO GENERATE OPERATIONAL SYNERGIES
Hokuto No Ken pachislot machine
Simulation game software
Jissen Pachislot Hisshoho!
Hokuto No Ken
Pachislot machine
for amusement centers
Revolution II series

2005 / 3

2006 / 3

More than
1 million
copies sold

Diversification
of amusement
machine lineup

Hokuto
No Ken
pachislot
machine

Mobile telephone content
Sammy 777 Town
Prizes for
pachinko halls

CR Hokuto
No Ken
pachinko
machine

Toward expansion
of pachinko machine
market share

Expansion
of prize operations
and establishment
of base for one-stop
pachinko hall
services

Acquisition of
roughly 1.5 million
members and
expansion of scope
of consumer
business

Boost
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Supporting Our
Operational Launch Pad
Devoting its first business year to laying the groundwork for full-scale, accelerated growth, the SEGA
SAMMY Group implemented various measures to bolster operational structures. Having completed that
task, we wound up that round of measures by implementing business reorganization on April 1, 2005.
We are confident that we have put the Group on a rock-solid footing that will enable it to mount a
full-scale business offensive from the current fiscal year.
Reorganization of Operations to Build Stronger
Foundations for Growth
Aiming to rationalize and heighten the efficiency of businesses in the wake of the management merger, the Group
established a medium-term plan calling for reorganization according to the business areas of SEGA, Sammy, and their
subsidiaries by March 2007. Initiatives in line with that plan, implemented during fiscal 2005 or on April 1, 2005, included
the transfer of control of Sammy’s amusement-related businesses to SEGA, the realignment of overseas subsidiaries, and
the assumption of control of SEGA and Sammy’s listed subsidiaries by SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS.
In conjunction with reorganization to enhance the efficiency of business, we took decisive steps to reorganize businesses to
facilitate strategies going forward. For example, in preparation for full-fledged operational rollout of the Consumer Business in
markets worldwide, we sought to strengthen our overseas development capabilities by selecting and concentrating subsidiaries’
management resources. As a result, in North America the Company spun off Sammy’s game software development subsidiary
and SEGA’s sports game development subsidiary. At the same time, we acquired a new subsidiary, The Creative Assembly Ltd.,
which has powerful development capabilities and brand power in North America and Europe. Also, we reorganized the Pachislot
and Pachinko Businesses segment to fortify the operational base for the realization of one-stop pachinko hall services. In that
initiative, Sammy Design Co., Ltd., which undertakes the planning, design, and construction of pachinko halls, and Agora Design
Co., Ltd., which specializes in store design, became wholly owned subsidiaries of Sammy.
That raft of business reorganizations has lifted efficiency by focusing SEGA and Sammy on their core competences and
laid solid operational foundations for the implementation of strategies going forward. We will continue to tirelessly reorganize business structures to build an even leaner, tougher operational platform.
BUSINESS REORGANIZATION BY MISSION
Mission

Steps

Establishment of efficient
operational management
structures by specializing
businesses

• Consolidated amusement-related operations through transfer of Sammy’s amusementrelated operations to SEGA

Selection and concentration
of management resources

• Spun off SEGA’s and Sammy’s overseas game software development subsidiaries

• Converted subsidiaries and affiliates not involved in SEGA’s or Sammy’s mainstay
operations into direct subsidiaries and affiliates of the holding company

• Included The Creative Assembly Ltd., which has influential overseas game software titles
and powerful development capabilities, as a subsidiary of SEGA
• Developed operational platform for Sammy’s provision of one-stop pachinko hall services

Enhancement of management
efficiency through
organizational reform

• Integrated SEGA’s domestic development subsidiaries into SEGA’s headquarters
• Reformed SEGA’s in-house organizations and strengthened ties among SEGA’s divisions

Strengthening of SEGA ’ s Growth Drivers
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To secure the Group’s future growth, reinforcing SEGA’s profitability and development organization is critical. In particular,
the reconstruction of the Consumer Business is crucial because the winter 2005 crop of next-generation game consoles will
likely intensify development competition in the home videogame software market. Before SEGA and Sammy’s management
merger, we had already revamped operational systems among seven of SEGA’s development subsidiaries through such
initiatives as remerging them with SEGA to eliminate inefficiencies arising from their division into subsidiaries. However,
SEGA and Sammy’s management merger allowed a more radical review of systems. We heightened the efficiency of development activities and strengthened coordination among organizations by aligning the development division into teams
responsible for the development of different types of games and by integrating developmental software environments for
development activities. Meanwhile, we channeled development resources toward growth areas through the spinning off of
overseas development subsidiaries and the acquisition of an influential development company mentioned earlier.
Moreover, we integrated the Consumer Business segment’s development division and operational division to create the
Consumer Business Group Division through the business reorganization implemented on April 1, 2005. That initiative has
unified development and marketing activities, enabling the rigorous management of scheduling, cost, and quality for each
software title project and the clarification of operational responsibilities. We plan to forge ahead with further reorganization of the Consumer Business to move it rapidly into the black.
As part of the above business reorganization, SEGA also merged the development and operational divisions of the
Amusement Machine Sales Business with Amusement Center Operations to form the Amusement Business Group Division.
The new headquarters will enable those divisions to speed up decision making, clarify responsibility for earnings targets,
and rapidly and accurately grasp market needs by encouraging collaboration among divisions. Furthermore, closer integration between the Amusement Machine Sales Business and Amusement Center Operations will dramatically improve our
ability to develop businesses overseas, where demand differs considerably in each country.

SEGA’S POST-REFORM ORGANIZATION
(As of April 1, 2005)

SEGA

Amusement
Business
Group Div.

Entertainment
Facilities
Business Div.

Amusement
Overseas
Business Div.

Consumer
Business
Group Div.

Amusement
Machines
Business Div.

MAIN MEASURES AND GOALS
Establishment of Business
Group Divisions
• Clarify authority and responsibility
• Accelerate decision making and
implementation
• Increase stringency of each operational
area’s profitability management

Amusement
R&D Div.

Consumer
Business Div.
Network
Business Div.

Integration of R&D
and Business Divisions
• Develop products that accurately reflect
market demand
• Realize stringent management of project
schedules, quality, and budgets

New
Entertainment
R&D Div.

Global
Entertainment
R&D Div.

Integration of Amusement
Machine Sales Business and
Amusement Center Operations
• Develop markets and accurately identify
market demand, and create strategic
products through joint initiatives
• Develop and expand overseas markets
in light of their importance going forward
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Establishment of a Financial Subsidiary
Festival Walk Soga, a large entertainment complex that incorporates an amusement facility and a MUSHIKING: The King of
Beetles theme park operated by SEGA, movie theaters, a seafood market, and a spa, opened in Chiba Prefecture in April
2005. The Group has plans to aggressively develop similar facilities in Japan and overseas. In light of those plans, the Group
established SEGA SAMMY ASSET MANAGEMENT INC. as a subsidiary that will shoulder the Group’s investment and financial
functions with a view to utilizing the Company’s cash flows effectively and diversify the risks of investment in the development of amusement facilities and other projects. SEGA SAMMY ASSET MANAGEMENT has commenced fund operations that
are principally focused on the Company’s real estate. By creating a fund for its investments in amusement facilities, the
SEGA SAMMY Group intends to ensure the careful examination and evaluation of cash flows for such investments and to
diversify investment risks.

Festival Walk Soga

Planned and developed by SEGA, Festival Walk Soga is a large-scale entertainment complex that comprises five
zones: movie theaters, spa facilities, a seafood market, and amusement facilities and a MUSHIKING: The King of
Beetles theme park managed by SEGA. With that facility as our opening gambit, we will move on to the nationwide deployment of similar one-stop entertainment complexes that both adults and children will love.

Liftoff
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An Interview with the Chairman
12
From

Vision...

The SEGA SAMMY Group has carried out a range of measures to cement its foundations. Now,
we will fuel growth by unleashing synergies among our business areas. The Group is moving forward
boldly to claim the ultimate prize: the title of world number one.
The concrete benefits of the management merger will probably start coming into focus soon. What do you expect to see?
I anticipate that spinning off SEGA’s and Sammy’s North American development subsidiaries and the integration of
overseas Group companies as part of rationalization efforts in fiscal 2005 will free up roughly ¥6 billion.
Further, the business synergies based on content sharing and development collaborations will very probably
enhance earnings. For example, the content of MUSHIKING: The King of Beetles, originally the mainstay of Amusement
Center Operations, is already being shared and developed for other applications among our subsidiaries. We will be
able to give full play to such synergy benefits because of the broad sweep of our entertainment portfolio. What’s
more, the size and diversity of the Group will give us a distinct advantage when acquiring and leveraging intellectual
property. We estimate that Group-based acquisition and utilization of intellectual property will generate savings of
¥2 billion. Further, joint purchasing of components by Group companies will enable cost reductions through
economies of scale. The exact cost benefits will firm up in the medium term. But I expect savings in the region of ¥1
billion. Also, the realignment of Group companies at home and abroad created a more-efficient management system
that will probably reduce costs by ¥1 billion.
At this juncture, I expect that quantifiable cost synergies from the merger, such as those I just mentioned, will be
approximately ¥10 billion. And, those freed-up resources will be ploughed back into the Group’s medium-term business initiatives. Moreover, I believe that many of the benefits of the merger that cannot really be measured at this
point will figure large in future earnings performance.
MANAGEMENT MERGER BENEFITS
Measure

Details

Savings

Reorganization of overseas
development subsidiaries

• SEGA’s North American development subsidiary
VISUAL CONCEPTS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., spun off

¥5 billion–¥6 billion

Approximately

• Sammy’s North American development subsidiary
Sammy Studios, Inc., spun off
• Overseas Group companies integrated
Content sharing

• Sharing of MUSHIKING and other popular content,
joint acquisition of copyrights

¥1 billion–¥2 billion

Approximately

Joint purchasing

• Joint acquisition of common electronic components

Approximately ¥1 billion

Reorganization of Group companies

• Redeployment of outstanding personnel

Approximately ¥1 billion
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To

Reality
Hajime Satomi, Chairman and CEO
(June 2005)

What kinds of merger intangibles are likely to boost future earnings?
First and foremost, I think we will reap rewards by optimizing personnel deployment and encouraging collaboration
among divisions. Following the merger, the Group embarked on an ambitious business reorganization and efforts to
match the right employees with the right jobs. We appointed employees to positions in which they can exercise their
individual talents to the fullest. I have high hopes that this redeployment will enhance the Group’s organizational
strength. As part of business reengineering initiatives, we restructured SEGA to strengthen teamwork between the
Amusement Machine Sales Business and Amusement Center Operations and to create a platform for intensified coordination among the development divisions of the Consumer Business. I am confident that, by allowing us to produce
even-more competitive products, that reorganization will contribute to our performance.
Next, the merger has dramatically increased SEGA’s business development capabilities. Although SEGA has a rich
stock of very promising ideas, it lacked the cash to translate them into concrete ventures. The merger has enabled SEGA
to draw on Sammy’s abundant cash flows to convert those ideas into solid business opportunities. The merger will also
enable Sammy to dramatically increase the appeal of its products by drawing on SEGA’s premium-quality content and
advanced technological development capabilities.
Another advantage of the merger is an enriched product mix that will significantly boost the entire Group’s business
development capabilities. For example, in amusement machine sales SEGA has expertise in high-end products, such as
network games, while Sammy’s forte lies in relatively low-end products that appeal to children. In other words, the diverse
product mix resulting from the merger enables us to cover the needs of a wide customer base using only SEGA’s and
Sammy’s lineups, which will significantly boost the market competitiveness of the Amusement Machine Sales Business.
SEGA’S AND SAMMY’S BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES DRAMATICALLY INCREASED

Sammy able to leverage SEGA’s outstanding content
and advanced technological development capabilities

Sammy

Construction
of a muscular
R&D
organization
Strategic
investment in
growth areas

SEGA

SEGA able to draw on abundant cash flows generated
by Pachislot and Pachinko Businesses

Acceleration
of overseas
business
development
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The SEGA SAMMY Group has set forth the vision of becoming the world’s number one comprehensive entertainment
company. Can you please elaborate on what type of company SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS wants to become?
The SEGA SAMMY Group pursues wide-ranging entertainment-related operations that stretch from pachislot machines
and pachinko machines to amusement machines, amusement center operations, home videogame software, online
games, services for mobile telephones, toys, and animation products. Our first move will be to hone those core businesses as far as possible to ensure each establishes robust competitiveness in markets worldwide. Then, we will expand the
scope of our operations by independently developing or acquiring entertainment operations in areas around those core
businesses. Through that process, the ultimate aim of the Group is to dominate its chosen business spheres and command world-leading revenues and earnings in each business area.

Before asking you about strategies for specific segments, what are the prospects in the markets for pachislot and
pachinko machines in the wake of regulatory revisions?
I think we have to talk about pachislot machines and pachinko machines separately when considering the impact of the
July 2004 revision of gaming machine regulations.
Looking at the pachislot machine market first, since regulatory revisions manufacturers have found it difficult to obtain
approval for machines. However, they are aggressively developing new-format machines, which should start coming onto
the market during 2005. We will probably see new-format pachislot machines that, compared with old-format machines,
emphasize entertainment more than gambling by using liquid crystal displays and other features. Manufacturers will likely
roll out pachislot machines that are less volatile — to some extent curbing the amounts that customers can win in short
periods of time. Some people may imagine that such a trend will reduce the number of pachislot fans. However, I do not
think there is any cause for concern. I strongly suspect a large number of less-frequent users — whose numbers had been
dwindling in the old-format pachislot machine market — will be drawn back by the emergence of machines with enhanced
entertainment value. Moreover, the new-format machines will attract new users. In other words, the pachislot machine
market has plentiful untapped sources of growth.
Meanwhile, in fiscal 2005 manufacturers marketed a succession of new-format pachinko machines with diverse
playing features. As a result, the pachinko machine market saw demand surge as pachinko halls rushed to change over
machines. Regulatory revisions have removed the classification of pachinko machines into three groups, making it possible to develop completely new types of machines. However, the new-format pachinko machines marketed in the fiscal
year under review had similar specifications to the old-format machines in terms of playing value. In 2005, a completely

fresh genre of pachinko machines reflecting the main thrust of the revised regulations is expected to appear in the
market. Therefore, manufacturers’ ability to develop player friendly, appealing new-format machines will seal their fate.
Naturally, the SEGA SAMMY Group views those developments as presenting a perfect opportunity to grow its share of
the pachinko machine market and is channeling resources into the development of new-format pachinko machines.

Faced with the business conditions created by regulatory revisions, what strategies will the Group implement for the
Pachislot and Pachinko Businesses?
In the pachislot business, I expect that demand for old-format machines will remain heavy until manufacturers are able
to start bringing new-format machines to market. Accordingly, we will strategically launch old-format pachislot
machines that we have waiting in the wings while aggressively developing new-format machines. The runaway success
of the Hokuto No Ken pachislot machine has reconfirmed Sammy’s overwhelming prowess in the development of pachislot machines that combine softer gambling characteristics and heightened entertainment value by blending pachislot
games with animation scenarios and other innovations. The ongoing infusion of talent from SEGA will make Sammy
simply unbeatable in the development of those types of products. Today’s mainstream pachislot machines use liquid
crystal displays to splice graphic images into the dynamics of traditional pachislot games. Marrying SEGA’s imaging
technology and outstanding game content with Sammy’s pachislot technology realizes a dream matchup. On the other
hand, such collaborations will amply reward SEGA by generating earnings from simulation game software for the new
hit pachislot machines and from pachislot machines designed for amusement centers. This is an example of how business synergies will drive the Group’s growth. Based on such joint initiatives, as a market leader, the SEGA SAMMY Group
will pioneer product categories among new-format pachislot machines by shipping innovative pachislot machines that
earn market endorsement.

Medium -Term Management Plan
SEGA SAMMY Group
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Net sales

515.7

567.0

680.0

800.0

Operating income

105.1

100.0

140.0

165.0

50.6

56.0

85.0

90.0

Net income

Having largely completed the construction of our operational platform,
we will move forward to achieve steady, sustainable earnings growth.
400
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• We will extensively exploit our unrivaled, balanced business portfolio.
• We will develop a commanding position in the entertainment industry.
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Consumer Business
Amusement Center Operations
Amusement Machine Sales Business
Pachislot and Pachinko Businesses
Operating Income (right scale)

Net Sales
(left scale)
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In the pachinko business, the regulatory changes have opened up the way for the creation of entirely novel types of
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pachinko machine. For Sammy, this is a not-to-be-missed chance to claim further market share. In the pachislot
machine market Sammy has won high praise and steadily grown market share by consistently developing and being
first to market with new-genre machines. In the same way, we will continue to trail blaze and accelerate the marketing of original pachinko machines. Further, looking to quickly carve out one of the largest shares of the pachinko
machine market, the Company will fortify its development capabilities to enhance product quality and to obtain more
machine approvals.
Our ambitions in this area are by no means restricted to pachislot and pachinko machines. We will also offer onestop pachinko hall services through the development of a broad platform of new businesses that will offer peripheral
equipment, pachinko hall design services, prizes, and other products and services.

Please outline your strategies for the Amusement Machine Sales Business and Amusement Center Operations.
In Japan, our Amusement Machine Sales Business segment has a broad palette of products, from such advanced, highvalue-added products as network games through to basic games that children enjoy. By exploiting the breadth of that
business portfolio to address the needs of a wide customer base, we intend to increase the presence of our machines in
amusement centers and enhance earning power.
Although overseas markets have burgeoning potential, few companies sell amusement machines. Given SEGA’s outstanding expertise in this field, amusement machines represent a ripe market. Accordingly, we aim to work hard to bolster our marketing organization to expand sales channels overseas. At the same time, we will spare no effort to increase
the percentage of revenues generated outside Japan in the medium term by developing products that accurately reflect
the considerable variations in demand from country to country.
For domestic Amusement Center Operations, we will pursue a scrap-and-build strategy that will upsize and improve
the profitability of existing centers. Meanwhile, the SEGA SAMMY Group will draw more customers by opening new
amusement centers in collaboration with a range of other business formats. Another priority strategy is to laterally
deploy the business model established by MUSHIKING: The King of Beetles to cultivate new markets.

Billions of yen / Thousands of units

Pachislot and Pachinko Businesses
NET SALES
Billions of yen
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2005/3 (Performance)

2006/3 (Plan)

2007/3 (Plan)

Pachislot

221.1

171.8

185.9

189.2

Pachinko

44.4

94.6

115.3

141.4

Others

14.6

17.6

28.8

40.4

Total sales

280.1

284.0

330.0

371.0

Operating income

103.9

86.0

107.1

112.1

Pachislot

677

580

580

580

Pachinko

233

430

480

580

Net sales
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2008/3 (Plan)

Responses to the Post-Regulatory-Revision Market Environment
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Pachislot Business strategy — maintain dominant market share
• Strategically market volumes of quality old-format machines that overwhelm competitors
• Develop products that emphasize entertainment value
100

Pachinko Business strategy — claim one of the largest market shares as early as possible
• Increase number of machine approvals by strengthening development capabilities
• Build the Sammy brand by bolstering product appeal and marketing capabilities
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Cater comprehensively to needs related to pachinko halls by offering

Others

one-stop pachinko hall services

Pachinko

• Provide a broad menu of products and services that include peripheral equipment, pachinko

Pachislot

hall design services, and prizes as well as pachislot machines and pachinko machines

Also, we believe that forays overseas are a crucial issue for Amusement Center Operations. In addition to rolling out
facilities abroad to increase earnings, we will take the initiative in cultivating new regional markets. Through such
measures, we aim to benefit amusement machine sales. In other words, those segments will grow symbiotically by rigorously analyzing and pooling information on market demand.

What are the Company’s strategies for the Consumer Business?
The anticipated emergence of high-performance, next-generation game consoles this winter will likely trigger further
polarization of home videogame software markets worldwide, as companies lacking development capabilities and capital
resources fall by the wayside. Against that backdrop, in Japan’s maturing market we plan to operate with close attention
to profitability by taking advantage of reinforced organizational and profit structures and by only marketing software
titles that are sure to generate earnings. Overseas, local development capabilities are a must in order to precisely cater
to each market’s unique needs. Moreover, I think we are fast approaching an era of global competition for survival
among home videogame software producers that will offer us a chance to move forward. Mindful of the need for local
operations and global competitiveness, we intend to assemble a powerful, multinational development organization by
enthusiastically welcoming development companies with high-profile titles or brand names onboard the SEGA SAMMY
juggernaut.
Also, medium-term plans call for nurturing the online games business into an earnings mainstay by breaching growth
markets in China and other parts of Asia. To that end, in fiscal 2006 we will concentrate on forward investment to put
operational bridgeheads in place. Further, we aim to roll out a raft of measures to create new markets through the
deployment of services based on mold-breaking mobile telephone content.
In the toys business, we will continue in-house product planning and development. At the same time, the Group aims
to generate synergies through the multifaceted exploitation of leading content — using the strategies that enabled
MUSHIKING: The King of Beetles to contribute substantially to fiscal 2005 performance.

Billions of yen / %

Amusement Machine Sales Business
NET SALES
Billions of yen
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2005/3 (Performance)
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Total sales
Operating income
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Percentage generated
by overseas sales

54.4

2006/3 (Plan)

2007/3 (Plan)

2008/3 (Plan)

58.0

63.0

73.0

8.9

10.0

12.0

17.0

63.3

68.0

75.0

90.0

7.4

8.5

9.5

10.0

14.1

14.7

16.0

18.9

Global Business Development Based on Enhanced Lineups
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Japan
• Actively develop products differentiated by high added value
40

• Entrench the UFO Catcher series, amusement center pachislot machines,
and other amusement machines as stable earnings bases
• Market aggressively to such markets as shopping malls
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Overseas
• Forcefully cultivate businesses in overseas markets that are promising because
of their potential size and scarcity of competitors

0
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06/3 (plan)
Overseas
Japan

07/3 (plan)

08/3 (plan)

• Provide products in step with market demand and characteristics
• Make optimal use of established sales channels
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The Group’s usage of cash flows is of considerable interest to shareholders and other investors. What are the Company’s
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strategies in that respect?
In the short term, we will appropriate the cash flows generated by Sammy’s Pachislot and Pachinko Businesses to
implement ordinary capital investment and to strengthen our growth base through the aggressive pursuit of M&A in
Japan and overseas and through reinvestment in high-profit, strong-growth businesses. In the medium term, we plan to
realize a more balanced cash flow structure by increasing the proportion of cash flows from amusement-related and
other businesses.
SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS regards returning profits to its shareholders as a priority management issue. In addition to
investing decisively to grow corporate value, the Company will reflect performance in dividend policy.

CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT

Amusement
Center
Operations
Amusement
Machine
Sales

Amusement
Center
Operations

Investment Strategies
• Undertake M&A, major strategic
investment in high-earning businesses,
and ordinary capital investment
• Raise percentage of free cash flows
from amusement-related businesses
• Revamp investment benchmarks,
emphasizing return on investment

Consumer
Business

Consumer
Business

Amusement
Machine
Sales

Pachislot
and Pachinko

Cumulative free cash flows of approximately
¥240 billion over three years

Measures for Returns to Shareholders
• Continue to reflect performance in
dividend payments while maintaining
a balance with strategic investment
to grow corporate value

Pachislot
and Pachinko
Toward a balanced cash flow structure

Amusement Center Operations
NET SALES
Billions of yen
150 ✴
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Billions of yen

2005/3 (Performance)

2006/3 (Plan)

2007/3 (Plan)

2008/3 (Plan)

Net sales

83.2

106.0

120.0

134.0

5.5

11.0

12.5

13.5

Operating income
Number of amusement centers

477

468

454

443

Capital investment

24.9

26.8

30.2

30.7
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Enhancement of Existing Amusement Centers’ Profitability
and Development of New Businesses
90

Strategies for Existing Amusement Centers
• Pursue scrap-and-build strategy focused on profitability
• Draw more customers and increase earnings by energizing amusement

60

center marketing
Strategies for New Businesses
• Develop the MUSHIKING: The King of Beetles business model horizontally
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• Roll out large-scale entertainment complexes boldly
• Pioneer overseas markets
0
05/3

06/3 (plan)

07/3 (plan)

08/3 (plan)
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Lastly, what is your message to shareholders and other investors?
At present, the pace of realignment in Japan’s entertainment industry is increasing as companies try to ensure their
survival. In that environment, SEGA SAMMY HOLDINGS enjoys unmistakable advantages that will enable it to triumph.
For example, we have completed business reorganization ahead of competitors; our balanced business portfolio
is unmatched; and we have a solid operational platform that generates formidable cash flows. Of course, some of
our businesses still need to be strengthened. We aim to beef up such operations by actively pursuing M&A. At the same
time, we aim to further strengthen robust businesses. Through those efforts, we want to construct an unassailable
market position. However, our focus will not be exclusively on growing business size and earnings. We firmly believe
that benefiting society is a major management mission. Therefore, we are committed to fulfilling our obligations by
contributing to society and by strengthening compliance structures.
The SEGA SAMMY Group has put forward the very ambitious vision of becoming the world’s number one comprehensive entertainment company. I think that we are more than capable of realizing that goal if each one of our employees
shares the vision and the Group moves forward in unison. In closing, I ask our shareholders and other investors for their
continued backing as we use the management merger to catapult the SEGA SAMMY Group to even greater heights.

Billions of yen / Thousands of copies

Consumer Business
NET SALES
200 ✴

Net sales

2005/3 (Performance) 2006/3 (Plan) 2007/3 (Plan) 2008/3 (Plan)

Game software

39.4

49.6

67.3

81.0

Network and other games

25.9

35.4

57.7

84.0

65.3

85.0

125.0

165.0

Billions of yen
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Total sales
Operating income (loss)
Home videogame
software copies sold

160

(8.8)

(1.0)

14.5

30.0

Japan

3,380

4,690

4,710

4,950

Overseas

8,400

10,680

21.7

21.3

R&D expenses

14,600 17,440
27.1

28.8
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Creation of Key Earnings Drivers through Aggressive Business Development
Home videogame software business
80

• Pursue operations in Japan with a strong focus on profitability
• Further establish presence in markets in Europe and the U.S.
Network, online, and mobile telephone games businesses

40

• Break into growth markets
• Shore up mobile telephone content business
• Foster new markets and businesses beyond existing mobile telephone content business

0
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06/3 (plan)

07/3 (plan)

Network and other games
Home videogame software

08/3 (plan)

Toy business
• Expand businesses that combine entertainment and education
• Generate synergies through full utilization of Group’s outstanding content
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Pachislot Machine

Hokuto No Ken
Melding the playing pleasure of pachislot games with

© Buronson • Tetsuo Hara
© Sammy

the scenario of a mega-hit animation series to realize
unprecedented entertainment value, Hokuto No Ken
ensured itself a permanent place in the history of
pachislot machines by going far beyond the previous
record for cumulative unit sales.
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conste
Prize Game

The UFO Catcher
Series
Debuting in 1985, this amusement center game
machine has a crane that players use to pick up
prizes. Amusement centers nationwide feature
the UFO Catcher series, which is Japan’s most
commonly installed prize game machine.
© SEGA
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Game Software Character

Sonic
Sonic the Hedgehog, to give SEGA’s game software
character its full title, has starred in numerous
© SEGA

game software series for a wide variety of game
platforms. A supersonic hedgehog that is a hero
among children the world over!
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Children’s Trading Card Game Machine

MUSHIKING:
The King
of Beetles
Dovetailing amusement game machine rental
and trading card sales, MUSHIKING: The King of
Beetles has become a massive hit among boys in
the lower grades of elementary school that is
spilling over into such diverse areas as a television
animation series, home videogames, and movies,
as we steadily develop MUSHIKING into a new
growth driver and business model.

© SEGA, 2003

